Local 574 Demands Corcoran Cease Attacks

Memorial for Ness - Belor On July 20th

Labor to Honor Union Martyrs

Will Place Wreath Where Heroes Fell

July 29 will see the most significant gathering of labor in the entire history of the Minnesota labor movement. For that day labor will gather to pay tribute to the memory of two valiant heroes who gave their life to labor and lost their loved ones in the Gilmores Coffee Company for 15 years. It is a significant fact that Arnold Johnson, the man in coffee, a truck driver employed by this company, had been active in labor work for 15 years and had proved himself. The Minnesota labor movement owes a real duty to these martyrs. By labor's death, the union, they have helped to create labor's long labor movement mature to a real duty to these martyrs. By labor's death, the union, they have helped to create a real duty to these martyrs. By labor's death, the union, they have helped to create a real duty to these martyrs. By labor's death, the union, they have helped to create a real duty to these martyrs. By labor's death, the union, they have helped to create.
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"When I play my sensitive, tory or jock,..." - Wm. Walker, "The Law." But when I write, I'm a Laborer. I'm laborer.

Lewis - Heywood

The game of fox and geese being played between John L. Lewis, the administration and the mine operators would be amusing if the price were not so dear to the miners. The coal, the forests and counter-thruts, ultimately followed by immediate truces, endless postponements and "gentlemen's" agreements, such are the tactics employed by the bureaucracy of the United Mine Workers in their grandstand at dusk. TheUCE bureaucrats flit about on their tripeze watching eagerly for the arrival of the inevitable bulwark with which the administration always makes possible a semblance of stability off the workers.

While the workers live in poverty and suffering, and the mine owners rush the production of coal, at the same time making preparations for brutal repression of the strikers, theUMW bureaucrizes and theUCE bureaucrats flit about on their tripeze watching eagerly for the arrival of the inevitable bulwark with which the administration always makes possible a semblance of stability off the workers.

The French Worker

The Labor movement in France, and the working class in general, of that republic, are facing a real crisis. The question of Fascists or Workers rule is sharply posed.

Anyone who has been following the history of developments in France in the last period knows that the conditions there are such that a test of strength between the forces of Fascist reaction and the working class is inevitable. A real Fascist movement has sprung up there in the past two years, calling itself the "Cross of Fire." It is as real and a dangerous force as were the followers of Hitler and Mussolini prior to their taking power. Colonel Francois de la Rocque has, in the last few days, issued orders to his followers to hold himself in readiness to accomplish a coup d'état. Colonel Francois de la Rocque, like Hitler and Mussolini, has the active support and co-operation of the French bankers and industrialists. He is being financed directly by the French imperialist bankers. It should be a significant fact to the American veterans of the World War that the forces of Fascist reaction in France are being supported by the means of our veteran war veterans. From the outside the "Cross of Fire" is built on similar lines as is the familiar American Legion, and is based upon the false premise that the World War veterans are in distress by the means of our veteran organization. Like the American Legion the "Cross of Fire," Fascist organization, raises the usual slogan of "patriotism, duty to the country, etc., etc.;" and behind it, like the American Legion, it is the active support and the construction efforts of the bankers and industrialists who are maneuvering it, so that they will be able to use it to suppress the French working class. Those deluded American workers who are members of the Legion must be told that the cross of fire on the orientation that has been taken by the veterans organization in France. The workers will find here, as well as in France, that the guns, bombs, and terror of these powerful looking organizations will one day be used against them.

POPULAR GIRL CONTEST

Age 16 to 60
First Annual Labor Progress Outdoor Exposure Contest
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HANDLER: John L. Lewis Calls Off Coal Strike for Third Time. That's what we call red tape management. When Local 574 of F. L. fakers, knows that more than anything else, ineffectiveism in the leaders exhausts the nerves of the masses.

Liberty Enlightening the World

Scientists gathered in Minneapolis for the American Association for the Advancement of Science. "Public Science," the president declared, is the principal cause of "radicalism."

Geffen: There's a discovery that ranks right alongside anything Tommy Edison ever put out.

Well, Who's Government is It? David SAULSON, chairman of the Workers Alliance: "In the eyes of millions of unemployed, the United States has become whipsaw No. 1...."

A Sad Case

Upton Sadies: "I oppose a third depression, and I will vote for President Roosevelt can be re-elected..."

Two Vets on the VA health service as the leading feature of the new deal.

When a Socialist goes haywire, he goes all the way...

Why the Westward Way

Edward A. Filene, rich Boston merchant and Social Democrat: "It is the only escape from revolution unless a way is found to distribute wealth to the masses."

The masses will find the way when they get power.

Week's Funniest Headlines

"S. S. Shenandoah Message to Aryan, Urging Observation of Kellogg Pact."

That's like a preacher telling a man condemned to be electrocuted that there'll be pie in the sky. On the point is, the man wants to be told he won't be electrocuted.

Industrial vs. Craft Union Fight Shakes Federation Leaders

"(Continued from page 1)

The membership of the Milk Wagon Drivers Union that is being pressed by the Federation, is a powerful force in the labor movement. We will continue to fight for them and make them understand the value of their organization, until by their actions, they condone the anti-union actions of their business agent.

The members of Local 574 who have joined the Legion and abandoned the Milk Wagon Drivers' union won't go for the anti-labor course that is being pressed by any other organization.

The ball team represents Local 574 has settled down and now are playing the brand of ball that is a credit to the organization, and should have the support of the entire membership.

I believe what I see an' some iv' th' things I'm told, if they've been told often enough.

Says the Capitalist: "My class takes all the risk, doesn't it?"

And then the Austin, Minn. item: "Rosa I assume was decapitated when struck by an Illinois Central freight train at Lyons, Minn. I was an employee of the Illinois Central crew."

General Johnson's latest: "The worker get a chance to take a private job, even if it pays less than he is getting on relief, he should be made to take the private job."

Who will leave wages at around zero—which in turn will suit the General and his boss friends right down to the ground.

News from Fascist Germany: Minister Julius Streicher: "Jesus Christ was the greatest Anti-Semite."

One Source, N. Y. World Telegram news item: "Charles Sahib, Jr., is formulating plans for a new political organization among Jews to lobby for lower income tax rates, a federal sales tax, and a government-sponsored union."

The organization is called the Committee of Americans.

In 1919 the Socialists seized the tremendous Hapshagen Works and turned it over to the people. Today the Austrian fascists are "sharing the wealth," in a new direction.

CORCORAN TO SPELMAN TO HALL

When the fighting's the hardest, the tagged hangmen from the front. When by battle men stand or they fall.

There's a double-play trio Who star for the boss, Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.

When the workers are making A desperate stand, And Victory's important To all.

The double-cross champs Try to break up the game, Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.

Well versed in the ways of the world's duplicity, Overruling with crass brazen gall, Are some of the team That play for the boss, Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.

They play by no rules That are decent or right, They are last beyond Hope of recall.

They perform for the guy With the biggest bankroll Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.

When their days on this earth Are numbered, their days are done. And they answer Satan's Last call, Being toasted brimstone Blithely about Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.

76 Fremont Ave.

Editor, Corcoran to Spelman to Hall.
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